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1. Research Title: Application Geographic Information System and Remote Sensing to assess lose paddy land because of impact of Climate Change.

2. Place: Kyoto University (Department of Civil and Earth Resources Engineering – Katsura Campus)  
Duration: (2012/01/28 ~ 2012/03/28)

3. What are your findings or achievements during short-term scholarship in Kyoto?

   * I learned so much useful knowledge about the application of GIS and RS in the study of natural resources and environment. The findings in the study time in Kyoto University as below:
   * Fluency and understanding of remote sensing technology.
   * Access to some new research from lab member.
   * The study has been completed and are waiting to be published in an article in Vietnam

4. What are your plan, idea and problem to study abroad?

   Now, I am trying to find a scholarship to comeback Kyoto University to study in PhD course about Natural Resources field. If I have chance I will study about apply technology (including: Geographic Information System; Remote Sensing; Map....) to research about natural disaster

5. What is the difference between before and after your visit to Kyoto on study abroad, international mutual understanding.

   I think that, gone to Kyoto University to study was golden opportunity for me. I had had fantastic time in there. I have learned not only for useful knowledge but also working attitude. Japanese have excellent working attitude and excellent ethic. Moreover, go to abroad, I have chance to discuss with famous professors and I can opportunity to join more educated event.